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Abstract
This master’s thesis work was performed at Volvo Powertrain in Köping, Sweden,
which manufactures gearboxes and integrated transmission systems for heavy
vehicles. The thesis is a continuation of a previous master’s thesis performed at
the Köping factory in 2009. After manufacturing and assembly, each gearbox
is manually validated to ensure the gearbox quality and functionality. When
validating the gearbox gears, the operator shifts the gearbox in a predefined
manner and listens for irregularities. If an error sound is heard the operator must
then locate the source of error. With numerous of cog wheels rotating at the same
time this task requires extensive knowledge and experience of the operator. The
main objective is to develop an automatic diagnostic system for detection of cog
errors and assist the operator in the process of locating the faulty component.
The work consists of two parts. In the first part the automatic error diagnostic
system is developed and a database of gearbox recordings is stored. The amounts
of logged non-faulty gearboxes are significantly much larger (50) than the logged
faulty gearboxes (1). Therefore, when determining thresholds needed for the
diagnosis, the data obtained from the non-faulty gearboxes are used. Two
statistical methods are presented to extract the thresholds. The first method
uses an extreme value distribution and the other method a Gaussian distribution.
When validated, both methods did successfully detect on cog faults. In the
second part an investigation is made of how shaft imbalance can be detected and
implemented in the developed system.
Volvo Powertrain continually follows-up all faults found at the validation station to ensure the quality of their work and eliminate the sources of error. During
system testing one logged gearbox was found faulty. The automatic diagnostic
system did successfully detect and locate the faulty component which later also
was confirmed when the gearbox was dismounted. With only one detected error
it is difficult to conclude the system performance and further testing is required.
However, during the testing no false detections were made.
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Abstract
This master’s thesis work was performed at Volvo Powertrain in Köping, Sweden,
which manufactures gearboxes and integrated transmission systems for heavy vehicles. The thesis is a continuation of a previous master’s thesis performed at
the Köping factory in 2009. After manufacturing and assembly, each gearbox is
manually validated to ensure the gearbox quality and functionality. When validating the gearbox gears, the operator shifts the gearbox in a predefined manner
and listens for irregularities. If an error sound is heard the operator must then
locate the source of error. With numerous of cog wheels rotating at the same time
this task requires extensive knowledge and experience of the operator. The main
objective is to develop an automatic diagnostic system for detection of cog errors
and assist the operator in the process of locating the faulty component.
The work consists of two parts. In the first part the automatic error diagnostic
system is developed and a database of gearbox recordings is stored. The amounts
of logged non-faulty gearboxes are significantly much larger (50) than the logged
faulty gearboxes (1). Therefore, when determining thresholds needed for the diagnosis, the data obtained from the non-faulty gearboxes are used. Two statistical
methods are presented to extract the thresholds. The first method uses an extreme value distribution and the other method a Gaussian distribution. When
validated, both methods did successfully detect on cog faults. In the second part
an investigation is made of how shaft imbalance can be detected and implemented
in the developed system.
Volvo Powertrain continually follows-up all faults found at the validation station to ensure the quality of their work and eliminate the sources of error. During
system testing one logged gearbox was found faulty. The automatic diagnostic
system did successfully detect and locate the faulty component which later also
was confirmed when the gearbox was dismounted. With only one detected error
it is difficult to conclude the system performance and further testing is required.
However, during the testing no false detections were made.
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Sammanfattning
Detta examensarbete har utförts på Volvo Powertrain i Köping, som tillverkar
växellådor och transmissionssystem till tunga fordon. Arbetet är en fortsättning
på ett tidigare examensarbete som genomfördes på Köpingsfabriken 2009. Efter
tillverkning och montering genomförs en manuell validering av samtliga växellådor
för att funktionstesta och säkerställa växellådornas kvalité. Vid funktionstest av
växellådans växlar testkörs ett antal förbestämda växlar medan operatörer lyssnar
efter missljud. Om ett missljud uppstår måste operatören lokalisera felkällan. Med
flertalet kugghjul roterande samtidigt är detta en mycket svår uppgift som kräver
lång erfarenhet hos operatören. Huvuduppdraget i detta arbete är att utveckla ett
automatiskt feldetekteringssystem för kuggdefekter och när detektion sker även
hjälpa operatören att lokalisera det felaktiga kugghjulet.
Arbetet är uppdelat i två delar. I den första delen utvecklas det automatiska feldetekteringssystemet och en databas över växellådsinspelningar skapas. Antalet felfria växellådor som loggades var betydligt fler (50) än de med fel (1). Tröskelvärden
som används för att detektera fel beräknades därför utifrån de felfria inspelningarna. Två statistiska metoder presenteras för att bestämma trösklarna. Den ena
metoden använder en extremvärdesfördelning och den andra metoden en Gaussisk
fördelning. Båda metoderna påvisade vid test att de kunde detektera kuggfel. I den
andra delen av arbetet görs en undersökning om hur obalans i axel kan detekteras
och implementeras i systemet.
Volvo Powertrain följer kontinuerligt upp alla fel som återfinns i slutkontrollen.
Detta för att säkerställa kvalitén i tillverkningsprocessen och för att eliminera
felkällor. Under ett systemtest upptäcktes dock en växellåda med kuggfel. Det
utvecklade systemet både detekterade och lokalisera det felaktiga kugghjulet. Med
bara en defekt växellåda är det svårt att dra några slutsatser om systemet och
därför behövs fler tester. Det bör dock påpekas att inga falska detektioner förekom
under testningen.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1

Background

Volvo Powertrain in Köping, Sweden, manufactures gearboxes and integrated
transmission systems for commercial heavy vehicles. A gearbox is a technical
advanced system which must be able to withstand and operate in a tough environment. High demands are therefore placed on the product in terms of quality
and function. After manufacturing and assembly a functionality verification for
every gearbox is essential to guarantee the product quality.
When validated, the gearbox is connected to two electrical motors. One for
powering the gearbox and the other is used to vary the exposing load. The operator shifts the gearbox into a predefined manner at the same time as the load
varies, see Section 3.3. While the gears are shifted the operator listens for errors.
There are countless sources for errors. One could be a bearing fault, another is a
rough surface on one of the connecting cog teeth. If an error is heard, typically
as periodic clicking, the operator must then locate the faulty component. With
numerous cog wheels inside the gearbox rotating at the same time, each adding a
distinctive sound, this is a tough task that requires extensive knowledge and experience of the operator. When an assumed faulty component is located the gearbox
is then lifted out and dismounted. The component is replaced and the gearbox is
processed again. If the error sound remains, the procedure starts all over again
until the faulty component is located. The procedure is very cost ineffective and
many components that are functioning well are thrown away and wasted.
This master’s thesis project is a continuation of the previous master’s thesis [1]
performed at Volvo Powertrain Köping in 2009. The previous thesis investigated
and validated two cog fault detecting methods. The first method used sound
analysis and the second method vibration analysis. The sound analysis method
had a microphone recording the sound coming from the gearbox during validation
while the vibration analysis method used an accelerometer, an instrument to measure vibration as can be seen in Chapter 3, to record the gearbox vibration. From
1
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the two logged signals processing was used to locate faulty cogs. The sound analysis method required no extra handling procedures of the operators working at the
validating station but the method was concluded to be sensitive to disturbances
and noise. The vibration analysis method presented the best result, but required
the operator to attach the accelerometer to the gearbox before each validation. For
further development, the vibration analysis method was the one recommended.
Two analytical methods for fault detecting were also presented. Both methods
compared and searched for amplitude deviations in the time synchronous averaging
(TSA) signal, see Chapter 4. From the TSA signal, a test variable were calculated
and compared against a threshold. If the test variable exceeded the threshold
a fault detection had then been made. The two fault detecting methods did
successfully detect on cog faults but further investigations was recommended to
ensure the predefined thresholds. The results in [1] are further on to some extent
expected to the reader to be known and will therefore only be referred to.

1.2

Objective

The definition of an error in a gearbox is indistinct and based on the subjective
assessment of the operator. Volvo Powertrain therefore seeks an automatic diagnostic system assisting the operator in the process of determining if adjustment
is needed and if so, also locate the faulty component. The objective of this thesis
is primary to develop a system for automatic error detection with the following
requirements:
1. The developed system may not add extra time for the today already timeconsuming validation process.
2. The system shall in occurrence of error, alert the operator and present the
faulty component on a display.
3. The system shall have two modes, a manual mode for single diagnosis and
an automatic mode for multiple diagnoses.
4. The system should be able to present information in both English and
Swedish.
Thesis objective also include:
• Statistical calculations from previously validated gearboxes to extract threshold criterion for error detection.
• Investigation of how shaft imbalance can be detected and implemented.

1.3 Limitations

1.3

3

Limitations

The work is limited to only focus on the gearbox system called I-shift, see Section 2.2.4, developed by Volvo Powertrain. No time was delegated to the manually
shifted gearbox systems, even though the technical processes and methods used
are applicable to these validation stations as well with minor modifications. The
work in this thesis is also limited to error detection of faulty cogs, that is cracked
cog tooth and cog tooth breakage. The probability of having more than one faulty
component within the same gearbox is assumed highly unlikely and therefore only
single faults will be investigated.

1.4

Method

In the initial phase, a literature study was made to gain knowledge in gearbox
functionality [11] and the product manufactured [5]. The results from the previous thesis [1] was reviewed, as well as the method of time synchronous averaging
(TSA) [8], [14]. The theory of Fourier series [2], [13] was also reviewed to gain
knowledge of the composition of periodic signals together with information regarding shaft imbalance [9], [14].
In the second phase a graphical interface was developed for collecting and
saving recordings of the gearbox signals automatically. All recorded signals were
then stored in a database. From the data, statistical thresholds could be calculated
and used in comparison to detect faulty gearboxes and locate faulty components.
The amount of non-faulty gearboxes where significantly much larger than the
amount of faulty gearboxes. The statistical thresholds were therefore extracted
from the data obtained from non-faulty gearboxes. In the final phase the thesis
results and conclusions were documented.

Chapter 2

Gearbox system
This chapter presents an overview of the gearbox functionality and its internal
components, with focus on the I-shift gearbox system. If not denoted otherwise
the main references for this chapter are [5], [11].

2.1

General gearbox functionality

The gearbox is an important component in the transmission of the vehicle and
controls the power transferred from the engine and out to the operating wheels. In
a vehicle the supplied power source is usually a combustion engine which operates
in high rotational speed. With a gearbox system, see Figure 2.1, the driver can
vary the output torque and speed applied on the operating wheels by shifting the
gears. The torque τ is a measure of the turning force and defined through
τ =r×F

(2.1)

where r is the perpendicular distance and F is the tangential force applied [12].
The perpendicular distances in a gearbox represent the radius of the cog wheels.

Figure 2.1. I-shift gearbox produced by Volvo Powertrain [5].
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When the driver shifts gear, the internal gear ratio of the gearbox changes
due to a different combination of cog wheels used. Figure 2.2 illustrates two
combinations of cog wheels. Assume the smaller cog wheel, with radius R, is used
as input to drive the larger output cog wheel with radius 2R. For the larger wheel
to complete one rotation around its centered axis the smaller cog wheel has to
rotate twice. The output rotational speed will therefore be half the rotational
speed of the input wheel but with a torque two times as large. That is because
the perpendicular distance in (2.1) doubled. The system is said to have a highgeared ratio of 2:1. The reverse combination of cog wheels with a larger cog wheel
operating on a smaller will result in an increased output rotational speed but with
a decreased torque. The gearbox is said to have low-geared ratio of 1:2.

Figure 2.2. Illustration of a high-geared ratio 2:1 (left) and low-geared ratio 1:2 (right).

There are countless of different versions of gearboxes manufactured for vehicles. A common factor between them all is the construction around a set of base
cog wheels with varying radius. A change in gear is completed through internal
mechanical shifters that alternate the route of the transmission power inside the
gearbox. Depending on the route of the transmission power, it will pass a diverse
set of cogwheels and thereby the gear ratio between the input and output shaft
will change. The gear ratio can be calculated through

η=

ω1
z2
=
ω2
z1

(2.2)

where η denotes the gear ratio, ωi denotes the angular speed on shaft i and zi is
the number of teeth on the cog wheel fixed to shaft i [6].

2.2

I-shift gearbox system

The gearbox system developed by Volvo Powertrain is called I-shift. I-shift stands
for intelligent shift and is a constructed manual gearbox with an automatic gear
shifting system. This thesis is limited to only focus on the I-shift and therefore
the remaining sections in this chapter will be I-shift specific.

2.2 I-shift gearbox system

2.2.1

7

Internal shafts

In a vehicle the gearbox is mounted next to the engine. The output shaft of the
engine will therefore be the input shaft of the gearbox. In analogy, the shaft out
of the gearbox will be referred to as the output shaft. The shaft that holds the
cog wheels used for the gear ratio transformations is referred to as the main shaft.
The counter shaft is located parallel to the main shaft and is used to alternate the
route of the transmission power. These are the four main internal shafts inside
the gearbox. A cross section of an I-shift gearbox can be seen in Figure 2.3.
In the process of error detection two additional shafts will be referred to as
the reverse shaft and the planet gear shaft. When the gearbox is put in reverse
mode, a ”third” cog wheel is mechanically pushed between the reverse wheels of
the counter shaft and main shaft. The extra wheel will be referred to as the reverse
wheel and is fixed to the reverse shaft. The shaft holding the planet gears inside
the range, see Section 2.2.3, will be referred to as the planet gear shaft.

Figure 2.3. 1. Input shaft, 2. Main shaft, 3. Counter shaft, 4. Planet gear shaft, 5. Reverse shaft, 6. Input shafts low-split wheel, 7. Main shafts third base wheel, 8. Main
shafts second base wheel, 9. Main shafts first base wheel, 10. Main shafts reverse wheel,
11. Sun gear, 12. Planet gear, 13. Counter shafts reverse wheel, 14. Counter shafts first
bas wheel, 15. Counter shafts second base wheel, 16. Counter shafts high-split wheel,
17. Counter shafts low-split wheel, see [5]

.
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2.2.2

Gearing

An I-shift gearbox has sixteen gears. Twelve of the gears are used while traveling
in a forward direction and the remaining four are used when the gearbox is shifted
to reverse mode. In Figure 2.4 the routes of the transmission power for the first
and second gear can be seen. With the use of the split gear, the combinations out
of the three base cog wheels are transformed to six combinations. If the split gear
is connected as low-split, the cog wheel mounted on the input shaft will forward
the transmission power down through the low-split wheel of the counter shaft.
The transmission power will then continue back through one of the three base cog
wheels, locked to the main shaft, and out through the output shaft. Only one of
the main shafts base cog wheels can be locked to the main shaft at time. However,
if the split gear is connected as high-split, the transmission power will not pass
through the low-split cog wheel of the input shaft. The mechanical shifters will
instead extent the input shaft by locking the third base cog wheel of the main
shaft into it. The transmission power will therefore go through the counter shafts
high-split wheel and back though one of the main shafts remaining base cog wheels
and out. For both the first and second gear the main shaft’s first base cog wheel
will be locked to the shaft. The ability to change between high-split and low-split
results in six diverse gear combinations out of the three base cog wheels.

Figure 2.4. The route of the transmission power for the first and second gear [5].

2.2.3

Range gear

To gain extra torque out of the gearbox a planetary gear set is connected to the
output shaft. The planetary gear set is also known as the range. The range can,
similarly to the split gear, be connected as high-range or low-range. If the range
is in a low-range mode the outgoing shaft will gain torque due to the range construction. On higher gears (gear seven and above) the effects of the range are
undesirable because of the decrease in rotational speed and the range will unlock
from the range house and not be used. With the three base cog wheels, the two
combinations of split gear and range, the total number of I-shift gear combinations in a forward mode is twelve. The same gearing procedure is applied when the
gearbox is shifted to reverse mode. Therefore, the gearbox will have four reverse
gears and the total number of gearbox gears is sixteen.

2.2 I-shift gearbox system
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There are four main components of the range construction. The sun gear is
placed in the middle surrounded by the planet gears. The planet gears are fixed
to separate shafts all connected to a planet gear carrier and placed inside the ring
gear, seen in Figure 2.5.

Figure 2.5. The range components are: 1. Planet gear, 2. Planet gear carrier, 3. Sun
gear, 4. Ring gear, see [5].

The range is installed into the range house and mounted separately to the gearbox house. The sun gear, which is the input cog wheel to the range, is mounted
fixed to the main shaft of the gearbox. The sun gear will therefore always rotate
with the same rotational speed as the main shaft of the gearbox. The planet gear
carrier is the output shaft of the range and is also used as the output shaft of the
gearbox.
In a low-range mode the ring gear will be locked to the range house through
an internal mechanical shifter inside the range house, holding it in a steady state,
see Figure 2.6. With a fixed ring gear, the rotating sun gear will therefore force
the planet gears, all connected to the planet gear carrier, to rotate. With the
dimensions of the range cog wheels used the gearbox output torque is increased
with a factor of 4.35. In a high-range mode the mechanical shifter will instead
unlock the ring gear from the range house. The planet gears are then hold in
a locked position relative to the planet gear carrier causing the range package
to rotate. The planet gear carrier will therefore rotate with the same rotational
speed as the main shaft of the gearbox. The gear ratio between the two shafts are
therefore 1:1 and the range has successfully been disconnected.

Figure 2.6. Construction and functionality of the range, see [5].
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2.2.4

Gearbox system

Different versions of I-shift gearbox systems

There are five versions of the I-shift manufactured, see Table 2.1, where AT denotes
automatic transmission and ATO denotes automatic transmission overdrive. The
AT versions are manufactured with identical radius cog wheels. The ability to
withstand varying amount of torque is explained by the process of how the cog
wheels are manufactured. One way to increase the cog strength is by smoothing
the tooth mesh area. The smoother a tooth surface becomes, the more strength it
will gain. The ATO gearboxes has one essential modification from the AT versions.
The radius on the input shafts low-split cog wheel and the counter shafts low-split
are changed, see Figure 2.7. While the AT gearboxes has a gear ratio of 1:1 between
the input and output shaft on the last gear, the ATO gearboxes has a gear ratio
of 0.78:1. The ATO gearbox systems are therefore suitable, in order to save fuel,
for trailer trucks and vehicles traveling long distances mainly on flat ground. In
Figure 2.8 and Figure 2.9 the routes of the transmission power, for each gear, is
seen for an AT and an ATO gearbox system.
Version
AT2412C
AT2512C
AT2812C
ATO2512C
ATO3112C

Maximum torque (Nm)
2400
2500
2800
2500
3100

Table 2.1. I-shift versions of gearboxes and the maximum torque they can withstand,
see [5].

Figure 2.7. The ATO version of I-shift gearboxes has one essential modification from
the AT version. The radius on the input shafts low-split cog wheel and the counter shafts
low-split are changed. The figure displays the versions AT2512C and ATO2512C, see [5].

2.2 I-shift gearbox system
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Figure 2.8. The routes of the transmission power for a AT gearbox system. R1 − R4
is the first four reverse gears and N denotes neutral gear. The table gives information
of which base cog wheel, the combination of split gears and range that are used for each
gear. LS denotes low-split and HS denotes high-split. LR and HR denotes low-range and
high-range respectively, see [5]

Figure 2.9. The routes of the transmission power for a ATO gearbox system. R1 − R4
is the first four reverse gears and N denotes neutral gear. The table gives information
of which base cog wheel, the combination of split gears and range that are used for each
gear,LS denotes low-split and HS denotes high-split. LR and HR denotes low-range and
high-range respectively, see [5]

Chapter 3

System and validation
overview
The automatic diagnostic system developed in this master’s thesis project was
adjusted to the equipment given at the validation station. The instruments for
logging data are acquired by [1] and for a more detailed review, data sheets etc,
the reader is referred to [1].

3.1

System setup

Three signals are logged and used in the developed system. Figure 3.1 illustrates
how the signals are acquired and Figure 3.2 displays an overview over the validation station. Two of the acquired signals are received by monitoring the data
sent between the control units of the validation station and the gearbox. The first
signal monitored is the current gear used by the data logging equipment to register
a gear shift. The second monitored signal is the encoder signal which is used to
determine the rotational speed of the output shaft. The encoder is placed just
above a six tooth cog wheel mounted on the output shaft and receives a pulse each
time a cog passes. Thus, the received encoder signal is square wave signal with a
pulse every 2π
6 revolution of the six tooth wheel. By studying the time between
two arbitrary pulses the rotational speed of the output shaft is determined [7].
With the rotational speed of the output shaft known, the gear-ratio formula (2.2)
is then used to determine the rotational speed for all shafts.
The third and last signal acquired comes from an accelerometer which is an
instrument to measure vibration. The accelerometer used is piezo electric and has
a frequency range between 0.5 Hz to 28000 Hz. The measured accelerometer signal
can be seen as the superposition of the vibrations from all rotating gearbox components. When a fault is presented on a cog the measured accelerometer signal
will have increased vibration amplitude each time the faulty cog mesh to another
cog. In Chapter 4 the method of time synchronous averaging (TSA) is presented.
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The method synchronizes the vibration data measured by the accelerometer with
the angle φn . When calculating the ensemble averaging over multiple revolutions
of a shaft, only the components rotating synchronized with the shaft will remain
and the non-synchronized components become suppressed by the method.
The accelerometer signal and the encoder signal are registered by a multichannel data logger and sent over an USB interface to a computer. By having
the signals connected to the same data logger ensures that the data is sampled
synchronized [1]. The current gear signal is sent over a CAN bus. CAN stands
for Controller Area Network and is a network standard used in the automobile
industry [5]. The received signals are then processed by Matlab. The developed
system in this project is also programmed in the Matlab GUI tool for graphical
interfaces.

Figure 3.1. Schematic figure of how the system is acquiring data from the validating
station.

3.2

Required equipment

Following hardware and software equipment is needed for the developed automatic
error diagnostic system.
Hardware:
• Accelerometer: KS94B.100
• Data logger: DEWE-41-T-DSA
Software:
• Dewetron dewesoft: Software required by the multi-channel data logger to
record the accelerometer and encoder data.
• CANalyser 7.0: Required to monitor the gearbox control unit signals. Note
that CANalyser 7.0 or newer is required for Matlab to work properly.
• Matlab MCRinstaller: Software required to run standalone executable Matlab files. For the developed system, MCRinstaller of version 7.11 is needed.

3.3 Current validation procedure
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Figure 3.2. Overview of the validation station; 1. Accelerometer connection, 2. Encoder
connection, 3. CAN connection, 4. Operator controls.

3.3

Current validation procedure

After the gearbox has been lifted into the validating station, the input and the
output shaft of the gearbox are then connected to two electrical motors. The
motor connected to the input shaft is used to drive the gearbox and the motor
connected to the output shaft is used to vary the exposing load. The gearbox
is filled with oil and a green light is given to the operator when the oil pressure
is correct and the electrical motors are powered up. The operator then begins
shifting the gearbox into a predefined set of gears, which will guarantee that the
transmission power will pass through all cog wheels at least once. The reason for
not validating all gearbox gears is the time saved. The gears R1, 4, 5, 8, 5, 8, 6, 11
are tested for the direct drive (AT) gearboxes and the gears R1, 4, 5, 8, 5, 8, 6, 12
are tested for the overdrive gearboxes (ATO), where R1 denotes the first gear in reverse mode. See Figure 2.8 and Figure 2.9 for the routes of the transmission power.
When a gear is validated the operator listens for irregularities. The operator
validates the gears both with and without a load on the output shaft. By having
a load on the output shaft increases the strains on the gearbox components and
therefore, in some cases, the fault becomes more distinct. Typical faults the operators are listening for are bearing and cog faults. The typical sound of a cog fault
is a periodic clicking while a bearing fault has more of a whining sound. When a
fault is heard the operator then has to locate the source of the fault. With multiple
components rotating at the same time this is a tough task that requires extensive
knowledge of the operator. It is not uncommon that a faulty gearbox needs to be
validated multiple times until the actual faulty component is located.
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In Table 3.1 the rotational speed of the input shaft for all tested gears can be
seen. Note that gears five and eight are validated twice. The gears are chosen
strategically because of their opposite use of the split gear and range. When the
gearbox is new the cogs need an adjustment period to gain a good gear mesh and
the rotational speeds are therefore kept low.
Gear
R1
4
5
8
5
8
6
11
12

Rotational speed AT (rpm)
500
1500
1500
1500
800
800
1500
1500
-

Rotational speed ATO (rpm)
500
1500
1500
1500
800
800
1500
1200

Table 3.1. The rotational speed for the validated gears, in revolutions per minute (rpm),
for an AT and an ATO gearbox.

3.4

Handling procedure of the developed system

When the developed system is started all necessary program initializations will occur automatically. The operator then only has to manually mount the accelerometer onto the gearbox. The system will then automatically start logging data when
the first gear R1 is shifted and continue to do so until all the predefined gears, see
Section 3.3, been validated. The system will then automatically start the diagnosis. It takes approximately ten seconds to do the diagnosis and the operator is
then notified if a fault has been detected or not. If so, a gearbox figure will then
be displayed for the operator with a red marking around the faulty component.
If no faults were detected, a green marked gearbox figure will then be presented
with a message to the operator that the gearbox is correct.

Chapter 4

Time synchronous averaging
(TSA)
The algorithms considered in this master’s thesis project are based on the theory of
time synchronous averaging (TSA). The TSA method is a powerful tool handling
periodic signals.

4.1

Definition

The TSA method synchronizes the sampling of a measured signal with the rotation
of an arbitrarily chosen shaft. An ensemble averaging is then evaluated over multiple revolutions with the start of each frame at the same angular position [14]. The
TSA signal ȳ of a measured signal y over multiple revolutions is defined through

1
y[x0 ] + y[x0 + N ] + ... + y[x0 + (S − 1)N ] =
S
S−1
1 X
y[x]
=
S

ȳ[x0 ] =

(4.1)

k=0

x = x0 + kN

0 ≤ x0 < N

and 0 ≤ k < S − 1

where S denotes the number of segments, that is the number of revolutions a
shaft has completed. N denotes the number of samples in each segment. When
calculating the TSA signal the non-synchronous components will be attenuated
by a factor inversely proportional to the number of segments S while the
√ additive
signal noise will be attenuated with a factor inversely proportional to S. Thus,
naturally the more segments used of the periodic signal the more the non-periodic
components and the signal noise will be attenuated. [8]
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4.2

Time synchronous averaging (TSA)

TSA applied to gearboxes

When validated, all gearbox cog wheels will rotate at all time independently of the
route of the transmission power. The measured accelerometer signal can therefore
be seen as the superposition of the shaft synchronized components, the shaft nonsynchronized components and additive noise. Thus, the vibration signal coming
from the accelerometer is defined through
y(t) =

M
X

dn (t) + e(t)

(4.2)

n=1

where dn (t) is the superposition of the vibration from shaft n = 1, 2, 3, ..., M
In Section 3.1 the procedure of how to calculate the rotational speed of all
shafts was introduced. An encoder provides a square wave signal where each
pulse correspond to 2π
6 rotation of the output shaft. The rotational speed will
therefore be synchronized with the angle and be presented in the angle domain.
The measured accelerometer signal (4.2) is given in the time domain. Therefore,
before the TSA can be calculated the two signals need to be presented in the same
domain. The accelerometer signal is translated to the angular domain through
t = tn (φn ),

y = y(t) = y(tn (φn )) ⇒ yn (φn )

(4.3)

The signals could as well be presented in the time domain, but since the rotational
speed was given in the angle domain that was the one preferred [7]. The translated
accelerometer signal (4.3) is then resampled synchronously so each segment will
contain the same amount of samples. It is made through
 2πk 
yn [k] = y tn
N

(4.4)

where 2πk
N denotes the sample interval of the angle φn and N denotes the new
amount of samples in a segment [10], [7].
In Figure 4.1 the measured vibration data is displayed for a non-faulty (upper)
and a faulty gearbox (lower). The periodic increase in amplitude, caused each
time the faulty cog connects with another cog, indicates the cog error. Figure 4.2
displays the TSA signal calculated from the same set of data seen in Figure 4.1.
The faulty cog in the TSA signal is now seen as one large amplitude oscillation.
That is because the data is synchronized with the angle and will therefore always
appear at the same angular position for each segment in the TSA calculation.

4.2 TSA applied to gearboxes
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Figure 4.1. The upper plot is the sampled vibration data from the forth gear of a
non-faulty gearbox. The lower plot displays the sampled data from the same gear and
shaft but from a gearbox with cog fault. The periodic increase in signal amplitude is an
indication that the shaft has a faulty cog.

Figure 4.2. The upper plot is the calculated TSA signal from the non-faulty gearbox
data illustrated in the upper plot in Figure 4.1. The lower plot displays the calculated
TSA signal from the faulty gearbox data seen in the lower plot in Figure 4.1. The cog
error is now seen as one large amplitude oscillation because the data is synchronized with
the angle and will therefore always appear at the same angular position for each segment
in the TSA calculation.
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4.3

Time synchronous averaging (TSA)

Outlier rejection

While validating the gearbox gears the operator also varies the exposing load on
the output shaft. This is done by an electrical motor connected to the shaft, see
Section 3.3. Initially, when the load changes an amplitude spike will appear in
the vibration signal seen in Figure 4.3. These amplitude spikes has an amplitude
significantly larger, sometimes several hundred times larger, compared to the rest
of the signal and may if not removed cause a false detection. Thus, because of the
significantly larger amplitude the spikes can easily be recognized and removed. To
remove these spikes, all data samples in the segments are compared to a predefined
value ρ through

max |y[k]| ≤ ρ

(4.5)

0≤k≤N
where N denotes the amount of samples in the segment.
If any sample in the segment exceeds ρ the particular segment will be removed
and not be used in the TSA calculation [1]. In the Figure 4.3 two smaller amplitude
spikes are also seen. These spikes occur when the operator unintentionally touches
the shift lever that controls the exposing load added on the output shaft. The
amplitude on these smaller amplitude spikes are random and may not be removed
by (4.5). To fully remove these spikes an additional signal is needed from the
validation station to register when the lever is pressed. At the current validation
station this signal is not available. Thus, before the TSA is calculated the large
amplitude spikes is first removed by (4.5). Then instead of taking the average over
all segments in the TSA the median value is extracted instead.

Figure 4.3. When adding an exposing load on the output shaft in attempt to hear
possible faults, an initial amplitude spike will appear in the accelerometer signal. The
amplitude of the spike is significantly larger than the rest of the signal and needs to be
removed before the TSA signal is calculated. If not, false detection may occur.

Chapter 5

TSA analysis
With the knowledge of computing the time synchronous averaging signal (TSA) in
(4.1) a method for error detection is needed. After a gearbox has been validated
a TSA signal is calculated for each gear and each shaft. Test variables are then
calculated from the TSA signals and compared to predefined thresholds. If a test
variable exceeds a threshold a fault has then been detected. Depending on what
shaft the fault detection occurred, different methods are used to locate the faulty
component.

5.1

Criteria of error detection

To determine suitable values for the thresholds, fifty non-faulty gearboxes were independently validated and the data saved in a database. The logged data provided
an insight over the distribution of the data and necessary statistical parameters
could be extracted. In Figure 5.1 a histogram is seen over the TSA data given
from the reverse gear’s input shaft. In the same figure a Gaussian distribution has
been fitted to the data with µ = 1.7023 · 10−6 and σ = 0.8826 · 10−4 . Thus, it can
2
be seen that the TSA data is approximately Gaussian distributed, N (µm,n , σm,n
),
2
where µm,n denotes the mean value and σm,n denotes the signal variance from
gear m and shaft n. To determine the thresholds two methods are considered.
Both using an underlying statistical distribution.
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Figure 5.1. Histogram over the TSA data given from the reverse gear’s input shaft. A
Gaussian distribution has been fitted with µ = 1.7023 · 10−6 and σ = 0.8826 · 10−4 to the
data to illustrate its distribution.

5.1.1

Hypothesis of Gaussian distribution

In this method the underlying distribution of a TSA signal is compared against a
hypothesis distribution, in this case a Gaussian distribution. Following hypothesis
is stated
H0 :

max ȳm,n [x0 ] ∼ N (µm,n , σm,n )

1≤x0 ≤N

∀m, n

(5.1)

where ȳm,n [x0 ] denotes the TSA signal for gear m and shaft n. The µm,n denotes
the mean value, the σm,n denotes the standard deviation and N is the total number
of samples in the TSA signal. An individual Gaussian probability density function
(P DF ) is determined for all gears and shafts given the statistical properties from
the non-faulty gearboxes in the database. The inverse cumulative density functions
(CDF −1 ) is then generated from the P DF s and used to determine the thresholds
for each gear and shaft through
hm,n = CDF −1 (

PF A
)
σm,n

(5.2)

where PF A is the false alarm probability.

5.1.2

Extreme value distribution

The extreme value distribution is a good approximation when an extreme value,
that is a minimum or maximum value, is extracted from a large amount of Gaussian
variables [3]. The extreme value distribution include a family of distributions.
When the maximum value is extracted, the extreme value distribution type 1 is
considered, which also goes under the name Gumbel distribution, and is defined
through its CDF

5.2 Procedure in case of fault detection

 −(x−b) 
FX (x) = exp −e a
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(5.3)

where a denotes the location parameter and b denotes the scale parameter [3]. Both
parameters are approximated in Matlab with the of maximum likelihood method
when determining the P DF . To enhance the response of a fault detection, the
maximum of the TSA signal is normalized with the TSA signal mean. Thus, the
extracted normalized extreme value variables RM , M = 1, 2, . . . , 50, from the fifty
non-faulty gearboxes are defined through
!
|ȳm,n [x0 ]|
(5.4)
RM = max 1 P
|ȳm,n [x0 ]|
N
where ȳm,n [x0 ] denotes the TSA signal for gear m, shaft n and N is the total
number of samples in the TSA signal. A probability density function (P DF )
is then fitted to the extracted RM variables for all gears and shafts. From the
inverse cumulative density functions (CDF −1 ) the thresholds are then determined
through
hm,n = CDF −1 (PF A )

(5.5)

where PF A is the false alarm probability.

5.2

Procedure in case of fault detection

To be able to isolate the faulty cog wheel from all possible gearbox cogs the diagnostic system combines the knowledge of the cog wheels used for each gear and
shaft together with the results from the diagnosis test. A test variable is calculated for each gear and shaft with one of the methods discussed in Section 5.1 and
stored in a matrix. The matrix will consist of four columns and eight rows. The
four columns represent the input shaft, counter shaft, main shaft and output shaft
respectively and the rows represent the gears R1, 4, 5, 8, 5, 8, 6, 11 for the AT
gearbox and R1, 4, 5, 8, 5, 8, 6, 12 for the ATO gearbox, see Section 3.3.
The test variables are then transformed into comparable codes by comparing
the test variables with the predefined thresholds. If a test variable exceeds a
threshold it is set to one, otherwise it is set to zero. The result is then stored in
a matrix. The new matrix, which will be referred to as the error code matrix,
will therefore only consist of binary values. Each of the four columns are then
considered to be an error code. Example 5.1 gives an illustration of how the
error matrix is constructed and interpreted. The probability having more than
one faulty component within the same gearbox is assumed highly unlikely and
therefore only single faults will be investigated. With this assumption made, three
versions of the error code matrix can then occur.
• All elements in the error code matrix are zero.
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• One column in the error code matrix consists of non-zero elements.
• More than one column consist of non-zero elements.

In the first version, with an error code matrix with all zero elements, none of
the calculated test variables has then exceeded the predefined thresholds and no
faults have then been detected. In the second version of the error code matrix,
where only one column of the error code matrix contains non-zero elements, the
shaft from where the fault is located on has then been determined. That is because
each column in the error code matrix translates to a shaft as discussed above. The
column is then extracted from the matrix and can be used as a comparable code
where each element in the code translates to a specific gear. The extracted code is
then compared to predefined error codes and the faulty component is then located.
All the system predefined error codes can be seen in Table 5.1.
The last version of the error code matrix occur when an error is detected on
the input shafts high-split wheel, which also is the third base wheel of the main
shaft. Therefore, in that case the first and third column of the error matrix will
consist of non-zero elements. For any other combination of the error matrix, the
diagnostic system will inform the operator that multiple faults been detected for
different shafts and a specific faulty component cannot be determined.
Example 5.1
Assume the test variables seen in the left matrix are calculated from the TSA
signals and that the thresholds were determined to one constant value, T = 8.
The test variables are then converted into an error matrix by comparing each
value to the threshold. Values larger than T are set to one, otherwise to zero




3.93 2.33 11.12 4.21
0 0 1 0
2.20 4.32 9.10 3.10
0 0 1 0




4.23 3.92 10.90 2.21
0 0 1 0




3.20 2.21 4.98 3.95



 ⇒ 0 0 0 0
4.32 1.91 12.53 2.30
0 0 1 0




4.04 4.34 2.54 3.93
0 0 0 0




2.23 2.32 10.30 3.54
0 0 1 0
3.32 3.86 3.32 2.87
0 0 0 0
From the error matrix to the right only the third column, C3 , consist of non-zero
elements. Thus, the error code is

C3 = 1

1

1

0

1

0

1

0

T

The diagnostic system has therefore located the error to the main shaft, since the
third column translates to that shaft. To determine the specific faulty component
the error code is compared to the system predefined codes given in Table 5.1. From
the error code, it can be determined that the gearbox has a faulty sun gear.

5.2 Procedure in case of fault detection
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Main shaft
[1
[0
[0
[1

0
0
1
1

0
0
0
1

0
1
0
0

0
0
0
1

0
1
0
0

0
0
0
1

0]
0]
0]
0]

Reverse wheel
First base wheel
Second base wheel
Sun gear

[1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0]
[0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0]
[0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0]

Reverse wheel
First base wheel
Second base wheel

[1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1]
[0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1]

Low-split wheel
High-split wheel

[0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0]
[0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0]
[1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0]

Ring wheel
Planet wheel
Third reverse wheel

Counter shaft

Input shaft

Output shaft

Table 5.1. System predefined error codes used to locate faulty components.

5.2.1

Faulty component originating from the range

Error detection of a faulty range component (ring gear, sun gear or planet gear)
will always occur on the gears using a low-range mode, that is on gears R1, 4, 5
and 6. A faulty ring gear will be detected on the output shaft. That is because
the output shaft only has the ring gear contributing periodically. Therefore, in
case of a defect ring gear, the diagnostic system will detect errors on the output
shaft and on all gears using a low-range mode.
A faulty sun gear will also be detected while in a low-range mode but the fault
will be detected on the main shaft. That is because the sun gear is fixed mounted
to the main shaft. Thus, in similarity to the detection of a faulty ring gear, the
error diagnostic system will detect a faulty sun gear on the main shaft and on all
gears using low-range.
To locate a fault to a specific planet gear out of the five used is not possible.
The planet gears have the same radius cog wheels and rotate simultaneously with
no periodic distinction. Hence, it is not said that fault detection on the planet
gears cannot be determined. The combined signal, the summarized contribution
from each planet gear, will contribute periodically to the recorded signal. The
error diagnostic system will therefore detect on a faulty planet gear on the output
shaft and on fifth gear.
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5.2.2
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Errors originating from the reverse cog wheels, base
cog wheels or split

When the gearbox is shifted in reverse mode, a third reverse cog wheel connects
between the main and counter shafts reverse cog wheel, see Section 2.2.1. The
diagnostic system will detect a faulty third reverse cog wheel on the output shaft
and on gear R1. A faulty reverse cog wheel located on the main or the counter
shaft will also be detected on gear R1. Therefore, the shaft from where the fault
has been detected will determine which one of the two cog wheels that is faulty.
The first and second base wheels of the main shaft are both freely mounted
and only one of them can be locked to the shaft at the same time time. If a fault
is located on one of them, fault detection will occur on the main shaft and on all
the gears using the faulty component. If a fault is located on the main shafts third
base cog wheel the diagnostic system will then detect faults on two shafts. The
third base cog wheel of the main shaft is also used by the input shafts high-split
gear. Therefore, the diagnostic system will detect on a faulty third base cog wheel
on both the input and main shaft and on all the gears using the cog wheel.

5.2.3

Errors originating from the counter shaft

On the counter shaft, all cog wheels are fixed to the shaft and will always rotate
synchronized with the shaft. One of the advantages with the TSA method is that
non-synchronized components becomes suppressed. Fault detection is still possible with the assumption that a cog wheel used by the transmission power will
cause larger oscillations than a cog wheel connected to a freely mounted cog wheel.
From the eight validated gears, see Section 3.3, the transmission power will only go
through the counter shaft’s first and second base cog wheel one time. Therefore,
if a fault is detected on the fourth gear, the faulty component is determined to the
counter shaft’s second base wheel. However, if the fault is detected on the eighth
gear, the faulty component is then determined to be the counter shaft’s first base
wheel.
To isolate a fault on the counter shaft’s high or low split cog wheel a different
method is used. The counter shaft’s split cog wheels are used more than one time
by different gears and to determine the faulty one of the two cog wheels a different
approach is needed. The cog wheel for which the diagnostic system indicated most
faults, will be concluded to be the faulty one see Example 5.2. [1]

5.2 Procedure in case of fault detection
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Example 5.2
Assume a single error is located on a AT gearbox system. Errors have been
detected on the counter shaft and on gears 4, 5, 8, and 11. Following error code
will therefore be provided from the error code matrix

T
C2 = 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1
where C2 translates to the counter shaft, see Section 5.2. The diagnostic system
will not find the error code among the predefined in Table 5.1 and therefore the
faulty component is either the counter shaft’s low-split wheel or high-split wheel.
That is because all other cog wheels on the counter shaft, has an error code in the
predefined error code structure in Table 5.1. To determine the faulty cog wheel
out of the two, each gear that has detected a fault is associated with a temporary
vector consisting of five columns. Each column represents a cog wheel of the
counter shaft and has value of one if the transmission power uses the cog wheel
otherwise zero, see Figure 5.2. For instance, the fourth gear is given by following
vector

0

1

1

All temporary vectors are then combined
example given by

0 1 1
1 1 0

0 1 0
1 1 0

0

0



to a temporary error matrix, in this
0
0
1
0


0
0

0
0

for the four gears 4, 5, 8 and 11 given in Figure 5.2. Thus, each row in the matrix
translates to a gear and the columns translates to the cog wheels used when a fault
was detected. Therefore, the column that consists of most non-zero elements is the
most frequently used cog wheel when a fault was detected and will be concluded
to be the faulty one. In this example, the second column is determined to have
the most non-zero elements and therefore the faulty component is located to the
counter shafts high-split wheel.

Figure 5.2. These are the gears that indicated on errors in the given Example 5.2.

Chapter 6

Detection of imbalanced
shaft
When the mass of a shaft is asymmetrically distributed it is said to be imbalanced.
When it begins rotating, the centrifugal force will produce additional forces on the
shaft bearings. The additional vibration produced will occur at the same frequency
as the rotating frequency of the shaft. Therefore, the characteristic frequency
spectrum of an imbalanced shaft will have significantly larger peak amplitude at
the rotating frequency compared to a shaft that is balanced [9], [14]. Therefore, the
variance of the peak amplitude and its first harmonics can be used to determine the
degree of shaft imbalance in the diagnostic system. The operator is then notified
if it is larger than a predefined threshold.

6.1

Fourier series

Assume the TSA signal is interpreted as one period of a periodic function. By the
theory of Fourier series any periodic signal can be decomposed into a sum of cosine
and sine signals [2]. The complex representation of the Fourier series is defined
through
Ȳ [l] =

N
2πkl
1 X
ȳ[x0 ]e N
N

(6.1)

k=1

where l = 0, 1, ..., N − 1 denote the fundamental frequency of the periodic signal
and its harmonics [13].
When the shaft is balanced the TSA will be distributed as white Gaussian
noise and the coefficients of the Fourier series will then also follow a Gaussian
distribution. The following hypothesis test can then be stated
H0 :

2
Ȳ [l] ∼ N (0, σm,n
),
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∀m, n, l

(6.2)
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If the shaft is imbalanced it will cause a periodic disturbance in the periodic TSA
signal. The disturbance can be detected by extracting the fundamental frequency
Ȳm,n [0] of the TSA signal and its first harmonic components in the Fourier series.
A test variable can be constructed as
rm,n =

L−1
X
l=0

|Ȳm,n [l]|2
2
σm,n

(6.3)

where the test variable rm,n is calculated for gear m, shaft n and will be χ2L distributed under H0 . L denotes the number of harmonics used in the Fourier series.
The shaft imbalance thresholds can then be determined by
hm,n = CDFχ−1
2 (PF A )
L

where PF A is the false alarm probability.

(6.4)

Chapter 7

Results and discussions
In this chapter the results are discussed and concluded. In the discussions the AT
and ATO gearboxes will not be handled separated. The only difference between
the two is the radius on the input shafts low-split cog wheel and the counter shafts
low-split wheel. Therefore only the extracted thresholds will be given separately.

7.1

Logged data

To obtain an estimate of how the TSA data is distributed and the average number
of segments obtained during a validation the fifty gearboxes were logged and validated independently. An experienced operator only needs to listen a few seconds
on each gear to determine if it is faulty or not. The average number of segments
obtained from the logged gearboxes can be seen in Table 7.1. The previous thesis [1] concluded that to receive a good TSA signal a minimum of sixty segments
is preferred.
Gear
R1
4
5
8
5
8
6
11

Input shaft
79
162
94
172
50
54
258
106

Counter shaft
55
143
65
154
34
48
232
74

Main shaft
19
99
73
63
39
19
232
84

Output shaft
33
22
64
63
36
19
58
84

Table 7.1. The average amount of segments obtained from fifty independently validated
gearboxes.
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Note the output shaft of the reverse gear R1 displaying the average number of
segments of the ”third” reverse cog wheel. Also on fifth gear’s output shaft the
average number of segments for the planet gears are seen. On gear 8 and 11 a
high-range mode is used and the main and output shaft will therefore have the
same amount of segments. That is because they rotate with the same rotational
speed.
There are two crucial factors that determine how many segments that will be
obtained during a validation. That is the time the gear is validated and the input
rotational speed. The maximum rotational speed for a shaft during an validation
is 1500 rpm (the input shaft for the gears 4, 5, 6, 8, 11 for AT and gears 4 5 6 and
8 for ATO). Thus, to get the sixty segments recommended by [1] the input shaft
has to be validated for approximating two and a half second. It can be compared
to the slowest shaft validated (the main shaft for the reverse gear) which rotates
at 120 rpm and therefore needs to be logged for approximated thirty seconds to
obtain the same amount of segments.
In an ideal automatic diagnostic system not only the diagnosis would be executed automatically but also the gearing procedure. The validating time on each
gear could then be set to meet the minimum amount of segments required for
all shafts. Naturally, it is the slowest rotating shaft that will determine the time
needed for each gear. The shafts with a low input rotational speed would be validated longer compared to the shafts with a high input rotational speed. By summarizing the evaluation time needed for each gear, the ideal automatic diagnostic
system would need an validation time of approximated two minutes. That is the
same time as it takes for an operator to manually validate the gearbox gears today.
However, the thesis objective is to develop an automatic diagnostic system
adjusted for the conditions given. The amount segments obtained for each shaft
will therefore not be ideal and the recommendation to use a minimum of sixty
segments has to be neglected. Instead, a minimum of ten segments are set as
a minimum requirement. The ten segments are assumed to be needed to detect
the cog faults and to remove the unwanted amplitude spikes with the median
method. That was also the lowest amount of segments obtained from the fifty
logged gearboxes, see Table 7.2. To meet the minimum required segments the
operator has to validate the slowest gear, R1, for approximating nine seconds. If
not, the system will notify the operator that more data is needed and the diagnosis
is restarted.

7.2 Thresholds
Gear
R1
4
5
8
5
8
6
11

Input shaft
37
67
16
74
30
24
173
26
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Counter shaft
26
60
12
66
21
21
155
17

Main shaft
10
41
13
27
23
10
173
20

Output shaft
15
10
11
27
20
10
37
20

Table 7.2. Displaying the lowest amount of segments that was obtained from fifty
validated gearboxes.

7.2

Thresholds

In Chapter 5 two methods for extracting thresholds were presented. In this section the extracted thresholds are given and compared against the test variables
calculated from a faulty gearbox.

7.2.1

Method 1: Hypothesis of a Gaussian distribution

This method tested if the TSA signal followed a Gaussian distribution, see Section 5.1.1. Two parameters are needed to describe the distribution, the mean value
µm,n and the standard deviation σm,n . While determining the µm,n for the distribution it was always in the range of 10−6 and will therefore be approximated
to zero. When approximating the standard deviation σm,n for a distribution, the
maximum found for each gear m and each shaft n out of the fifty logged gearboxes
max
were considered. By taking the maximum standard deviation σm,n
instead of an
mean
average value σm,n will provide an upper limit to the thresholds for the minimum
max
of segments required. The σm,n
can be seen in Table 7.3.
Gear
R1
4
5
8
5
8
6
11

Input shaft
0.0034
0.0141
0.0203
0.0165
0.0015
0.0048
0.0165
0.0097

Counter shaft
0.0055
0.0132
0.0243
0.0160
0.0017
0.0057
0.0178
0.0103

Main shaft
0.0035
0.0119
0.0204
0.0107
0.0015
0.0041
0.0165
0.0098

Output shaft
0.0056
0.0055
0.0196
0.0107
0.0016
0.0041
0.0128
0.0098

max
Table 7.3. σm,n
for gear m and shaft n found from the fifty validated non-faulty
gearboxes.
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In Figure 7.1 the probability density function (P DF ) and the cumulative density function (CDF ) can be seen for the fourth gear’s output shaft. The maximum
max
standard deviation was determined to σ4,4
= 0.0055 and µ4,4 = 0. With a probability of false detection, PF A = 0.1%, the extracted threshold, T , was determined
to T = 0.0170. In Table 7.4 the extracted thresholds for all shafts and gears can
be seen given PF A = 0.1%.

Figure 7.1. The probability density function (P DF ) and cumulative density function
max
(CDF ) for the fourth gear’s output shaft with σm,n
= 0.0055 and µm,n = 0.

Gear
R1
4
5
8
5
8
6
11

Input shaft
0.0105
0.0436
0.0627
0.0510
0.0046
0.0148
0.0510
0.0300

Counter shaft
0.0170
0.0408
0.0751
0.0494
0.0053
0.0176
0.0550
0.0318

Main shaft
0.0108
0.0368
0.0630
0.0331
0.0046
0.0127
0.0510
0.0303

Output shaft
0.0173
0.0170
0.0606
0.0331
0.0049
0.0127
0.0396
0.0303

max
Table 7.4. Extracted thresholds T given a Gaussian distribution with µ = 0 and σm,n
.
The false alarm probability is set to PF A = 0.1%.

In Table 7.5 the test variables calculated from a faulty gearbox can be seen. The
bold numbers displays the position where the test variable exceeded the threshold
and following code was extracted from the error code matrix

C2 = 0

1

0

1

0

1

1

0

T

The error code was not among the predefined error codes given in Table 5.1 and
the method discussed in Section 5.2.3 was then used to locate the faulty cog wheel.
The fault was determined to the counter shaft’s high-split cog wheel which later
also was confirmed when the gearbox was dismounted. Compared to the extracted
thresholds, the faulty test variables deviated approximately with a factor of ten.

7.2 Thresholds
Gear
R1
4
5
8
5
8
6
11
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Input shaft
0.0026
0.0190
0.0120
0.0148
0.0013
0.0120
0.0083
0.0084

Counter shaft
0.0059
0.1781
0.0216
0.1651
0.0033
0.1140
0.1644
0.0098

Main shaft
0.0044
0.0137
0.0084
0.0053
0.0010
0.0047
0.0083
0.0083

Output shaft
0.0062
0.0098
0.0057
0.0053
0.0013
0.0047
0.0101
0.0083

Table 7.5. Calculated test variables from a faulty gearbox given the method of hypothesize Gaussian distribution. The bold numbers displays the position where the test
variable exceeded the threshold.

7.2.2

Method 2: Extreme value distribution

In Figure 7.2 a histogram over the normalized extreme value variables RM , see
Section 5.1.2, from the sixth gear’s counter shaft can be seen to the left. An
extreme value probability density function (P DF ) is then approximated to the
data. In the right sub figure the CDF generated from the P DF can be seen. The
extreme value distribution seems to be a good approximation to the calculated
test variables and to verify the hypothesis a χ2 test is constructed to determine
the goodness-to-fit [4]. Thus, the following hypothesis is stated
H0 : Rm,n ∼ Extreme value distributed

Figure 7.2. Histogram (left) of the normalized extreme value variables RM (sixth gear’s
counter shaft) calculated for fifty gearboxes. In the same figure an approximated extreme
value P DF is also seen. The CDF generated from the P DF is seen in the right sub
figure. From the CDF the threshold is then extracted.
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First the ”x-axis” in Figure 7.2 is divided into arbitrary number of intervals.
A test variable Q is then constructed from the observed and expected amount of
values found in each interval. Thus, the Q variable is calculated through
Q≈

m
X
(Oi − Ei )2

(7.1)

Ei

i=1

where Oi is the number of observed values in interval i and Ei is the expected
amount of values in that same interval. To determine if the H0 hypothesis is true,
the test variable Q is compared to a χ2 (f ) distribution, with f degrees of freedom.
For the test to be accurate the number of values used to describe the distribution
RM must be relatively large. A rule of thumb says that M pi ≥ 5, where M denotes
the total amount of variables used and pi is the approximated probability for a
value to fall into a arbitrary interval. All calculated values used in the goodnessto-fit test can be seen in Table 7.6 and the histogram in Figure 7.2 displays the
chosen intervals. [4]
Interval
] − ∞, 3.70]
] 3.70, 4.19]
] 4.19, 4.68]
] 4.68, 5.17]
] 5.17, ∞ [

Observed value Oi
7
14
13
10
6

Approx. probability pi
0.2325
0.1551
0.2094
0.2174
0.1856

Expected value Ei
11.625
7.755
10.470
10.870
9.280

Table 7.6. Data used in the χ2 goodness-to-fit test to determine if the test variables,
RM , extracted from the sixth gear’s counter shaft follows an extreme value distribution.

The hypothesis H0 is rejected if Q > χ2α (f ) on a significance level α. Five intervals were used in the calculations, two parameters were approximated, leading
to a degree of freedom of f = (5 − 2 − 1) = 2. The extra loss in degree in freedom
lay in the design of the test [4]. Therefore, reject H0 if Q > χ2α=0.01 (2) = 9.22.
Given (7.1) the test variable, Q, was estimated to Q ≈ 8.71 and the hypothesis
H0 cannot be rejected.
In Table 7.7 all the extracted thresholds can be seen given a extreme value
distribution and a false alarm probability of PF A = 0.1%. In Table 7.5 the calculated test variables from a faulty gearbox, the same faulty gearbox validated by
the first method, can be seen. The bold numbers displays the position where the
test variable exceeded the threshold and following code was extracted from the
error code matrix

C2 = 0

1

0

1

0

1

1

0

T

The error code was not among the predefined error codes given in Table 5.1 and
the method discussed in Section 5.2.3 was then used to locate the faulty cog wheel.
The extreme value distribution method also concluded, in similarity with the first
method, the fault to be located to the counter shaft’s high-split cog wheel.

7.2 Thresholds
Gear
R1
4
5
8
5
8
6
11

Input shaft
5.4201
4.8333
4.8183
5.6903
4.8810
4.6852
5.3675
5.4992
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Counter shaft
6.7143
5.3027
5.1535
6.4455
6.3167
6.6278
5.4450
5.9126

Main shaft
5.9160
4.7279
5.0858
6.0729
5.4068
5.2237
5.3675
5.0952

Output shaft
6.9257
5.0979
4.9252
6.0729
4.9647
5.2237
5.4484
5.0952

Table 7.7. Extracted thresholds given the CDF −1 generated from the extreme value
P DF 0 s and a false alarm probability of PF A = 0.1%

Gear
R1
4
5
8
5
8
6
11

Input shaft
3.7264
3.1500
2.9021
2.9137
3.7995
2.7414
3.9755
3.5426

Counter shaft
5.1905
12.2941
3.9641
15.5411
6.0578
16.6899
19.7615
3.6286

Main shaft
3.7368
3.5166
3.7910
3.8382
3.7420
4.7292
3.9755
3.9762

Output shaft
4.9392
3.9048
4.0333
3.8382
4.2884
4.7292
3.6867
3.9762

Table 7.8. Calculated test variables from a faulty gearbox given an extreme value
distribution. The bold numbers displays the position where the test variable exceeded
the threshold.
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7.2.3

Results and discussions

ATO thresholds

In Table 7.9 and Table 7.10 the extracted thresholds for ATO gearboxes can be seen
using the method of hypothesis Gaussian distribution and method of extreme value
distribution respectivly. The method used to extract the thresholds were the same
as for the AT gearboxes. Approximately one of ten manufactured gearboxes is an
ATO gearbox. The thresholds were extracted given the statistical distributions
from twenty independently logged gearboxes.
Gear
R1
4
5
8
5
8
6
12

Input shaft
0.0034
0.0182
0.0181
0.0056
0.0028
0.0066
0.0080
0.0196

Counter shaft
0.0067
0.0284
0.0252
0.0065
0.0042
0.0121
0.0121
0.0213

Main shaft
0.0056
0.0171
0.0181
0.0069
0.0028
0.0061
0.0071
0.0162

Output shaft
0.0064
0.0191
0.0171
0.0069
0.0028
0.0061
0.0106
0.0162

Table 7.9. Extracted thresholds for an ATO gearbox given a Gaussian distribution and
a probability of false detection of PF A = 0.1%.

Gear
R1
4
5
8
5
8
6
12

Input shaft
4.3714
4.2703
5.0897
4.8676
5.0994
4.8426
3.8690
4.4194

Counter shaft
5.3913
4.4484
5.0426
4.6950
5.3322
6.3363
5.2440
4.8672

Main shaft
4.1468
4.9163
5.0897
5.9839
5.0994
4.5827
4.5949
4.9799

Output shaft
5.8792
3.5824
4.2225
5.9839
4.6276
4.5827
4.4167
4.9799

Table 7.10. Extracted thresholds for an ATO gearbox given an extreme value distribution and a probability of false detection of PF A = 0.1%.

7.3

Shaft imbalance

Gearbox faults caused by an imbalance shaft are relatively rare and unfortunately
no faulty data was obtained during this work. However, Figure 7.3 displays a
histogram over the calculated test variable rm,n from the fifth gear’s input shaft
and for the fifty non-faulty AT gearboxes. The test variable rm,n was determined
with the fundamental frequency and the first three harmonics of the Fourier series.
In the same figure the standard χ2 distribution with four degrees of freedom is also
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seen. The calculated test variables appear to be approximately χ2 distributed but
to further conclude the distribution many more validated gearboxes are needed.

Figure 7.3. Histogram over the calculated test variables rm,n and a approximated χ24
distribution.

7.4

System validation

Volvo Powertrain continuously follows-up all the faults found at the validation
station to ensure the quality work and eliminate the sources of error. During the
passed years the amount of cog faults has drastically been reduced and therefore,
during this thesis work, only one gearbox were logged with a defect cog. The
automatic error diagnostic system did a successfully detection and the faulty component was concluded to be the counter shaft’s high split gear which was confirmed
when the gearbox was dismounted. The faulty cog can be seen in Figure 7.4. A
tooth on one of high split cog wheel’s teeth had during manufacturing not been
proper polished. The fault were for a non-trained eye almost not noticeable but
the rough surface could be felt. With only one detected error it is difficult to conclude how well the diagnostic system performs. However, during testing no false
detection occurred.
Both statistical methods, described in Section 5.1, used to extract the fault
detection thresholds did successfully detect the faulty cog. Both methods also had
a clear detection with the faulty test variable clearly deviating from the threshold.
The extreme value method is less dependent of the amount of segments used in
the TSA signal calculations. That is because of the normalization with the signal
mean made for each variable. The drawback with the method is that more logged
data is needed to ensure that the extreme value distribution is a good approximation to the calculated test variables. However, the goodness-to-fit test still verified
the hypothesis. The method testing the TSA hypothesized underlying distribution
is more sensitive to the amount of segments used in the TSA signal calculation.
With few segments used the more uncertain the outcome TSA signal becomes.
However, with a minimum requirement of ten segments the method is concluded
to be the best suitable.
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Figure 7.4. The developed system indicated a defect on the counter shaft’s high split
gear which here is confirmed when the gearbox is dismounted.

One of the system requirements where that no extra time where allowed to
be added to the today already time consuming validation procedure. The developed system does require the operator to attach the accelerometer to the gearbox.
However, when a fault is detected the time saved, when the system automatically
locate the faulty component, will in the overall cancel out the extra time added.

7.5

System interface

Figures 7.5-7.10 display the system interfaces of the developed system. When
the diagnosis is started the required programs (Dewesoft and CanAlyser, see Section 3.2) are automatically initialized before the main system window appears,
seen in Figure 7.5. The operator is then asked to set the system language and
the diagnosis mode. If a manual mode is chosen the system will perform a single diagnosis and then the system window seen in Figure 7.5 will appear again.
However, if automatic mode is chosen the system will run the diagnosis continually.
The interface seen in Figure 7.6 will appear in the start-up phase after the
diagnosis mode has been set. The system then waits for the operator to connect
the CAN cable to the gearbox which will trigger the system to wait for gearing.
The data recording starts at the same moment as the reverse gear is shifted and
will continue to do so until the gearbox is shifted once again. This procedure is
repeated for all gears validated. Occasionally, the operator wants to go back and
validate a previous tested gear. To make sure that the gears are only logged once,
each gear that is about to be shifted, is compared to a predefine gearing sequence.
If they match the current gear is then recorded, otherwise not. In the system window, the gears that has been validated gets a green marking. Figure 7.7 displays
the system interface while the gears are being recorded together with the route of
the transmission power.

7.5 System interface
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After all gearbox gears have been validated and logged the system automatically starts the diagnosis, see Figure 7.8. Before the diagnosis can begin all tested
gears must have been validated. The TSA calculated test variables are continuously put in the table, seen in the same figure, after they been determined. When
all test variables have been determined the diagnosis results is then displayed for
the operator, see Figure 7.9. If a fault has been detected it will mark the faulty
component as red in a gearbox figure. If the gearbox is non-faulty a green gearbox figure will appear and the operator is notified that no faults been detected.
Finally, all validated gearbox data are saved into a log file together with the time
and date when the gearbox was validated, see Figure 7.10.

Figure 7.5. This window will appear when the developed system is started. The
operator need to set the system language and the diagnosis mode. If manual mode is
chosen the system will perform a single diagnosis and the system window will then appear
again. For automatic mode the diagnosis will occur continuously.
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Figure 7.6. This window is seen when no CAN cable is connected. The CAN cable is
used to trigger the system to wait for gearing.

Figure 7.7. The route of the transmission power is continually displayed for the operator
while the gearbox gears are shifted and logged. In this figure the eighth gear is validated.
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Figure 7.8. This system window is seen when all gearbox gears have been validated
and the diagnosis has started. The TSA calculated test variables are continuously put
in the table after they have been calculated.

Figure 7.9. This window appears when the diagnosis is completed. If a fault is detected,
the faulty component will be marked as red and displayed in a gearbox figure. If no faults
are found, a green marked gearbox figure will then appear and the operator is notified
that no faults have been detected.
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Figure 7.10. Prints from the data log. In the data log all TSA calculated test variables
are seen together with the time and date when the gearbox was validated.

Chapter 8

Conclusions and future work
This chapter provides a summary of the conclusions made and lists few suggestions
for further development.

8.1

Conclusions

The main conclusions made during the work arew:
• The automatic diagnostic system developed is validated with good output
results. The system successfully detected a faulty component located on the
counter shaft’s high split wheel, which later also was confirmed when the
gearbox was dismounted. Further testing is needed to ensure the system
performance. However, it can be noted that no false detections were made
during testing.
• The minimum amount of segments obtained from a shaft, from the fifty validated gearboxes, were ten segments. The previous thesis [1] concluded that
a minimum of sixty segments were preferred to obtain a good TSA signal.
One of the requirements of the developed system were that no extra time
were allowed to be added to the today already time consuming validating
procedure. The preferred amount of segments were therefore neglected because the slowest rotating shaft then had to be validated for approximating
thirty seconds. Instead a minimum of ten segments were required and the
operator then only had to validate the gear for approximating nine seconds.
• While the operator adding a load on the output shaft an initial amplitude
spike will appear in the recorded signal. These spikes can easily be detected
and removed because the amplitude is significantly larger than the rest of the
signal. However, occasionally smaller amplitude spikes appear in the signal
caused when the operator unintentionally touches the shift lever controlling
the additive load. With a minimum requirement of ten segments these spikes
may not be suppressed by the TSA method and could if not eliminated, cause
false detection. To fully remove these spikes an additional signal is required
45
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from the validation station to register when the lever is pressed. Today, this
signal is not provided and instead of calculating the mean value of the TSA
segments the median value is used instead.
• The two statistical methods used to extract thresholds for fault detection
did both detect and locate the faulty component. Both methods had a
clear detection with the calculated test variables deviating clearly from the
thresholds. The extreme value method is less dependent of the amount
of segments used in the TSA signal calculation compared to the method
of hypothesized Gaussian distribution. That is because when the extreme
value is extracted it is also normalized with the TSA signal mean. However,
with the provided minimum requirement of ten segments the method of
hypothesized Gaussian distribution is recommended. More logged gearboxes
are needed to determine that the extracted extreme values really distribute
according to the extreme value distribution even though the goodness-to-fit
test could not reject the hypothesized distribution.
• A method for detecting shaft imbalance was presented. Unfortunately, no
faulty data were provided during the thesis work to further evaluate the
method. The calculated test variables appeared to distribute according to
the χ2 distribution, but a larger database of validated gearboxes is needed.

8.2

Further development

The thesis only focuses on single error detection of cog faults and shaft imbalance.
There are many more sources of error that can be detected in a future system.
Some are listed below together with some practical enhancements:
• The developed system is adjusted to fit the equipment given at the validation
station. In an ideal automatic diagnostic system not only the diagnosis would
be executed automatically, but also the gearing procedure. By doing so a
minimum required amount of segments could be guaranteed in the TSA
signal calculations ensuring the TSA signal quality. The slower rotating
shafts would then have to be validated longer to obtain the minimum required
segments and vice versa. The extracted thresholds would then also be based
on the same amount of segments and better suitable for comparison.
• In an ideal future system the necessary obtained signals would not be monitored. Instead the system would be more interactive and for instance, instead
of approximating the shafts rotational speed from the encoder signal, the
shafts rotational speed could be provided directly from the gearbox control
unit. Also the unwanted amplitude spikes could be easily removed without
having to use signal processing that today causes loss in signal information.
• Error detection on bearing fault and shaft misalignment are two example
that can be implemented in a future system.
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